PROFESSIONAL TEACHER NOTICING AS EMBODIED ACTIVITY
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There is growing evidence to suggest that construction of knowledge is an embodied activity (Alibali & Nathan, 2012; Barsalou, 1999; Gallese & Lakoff, 2005). We conjecture that embodied cognition is a useful theoretical lens for explaining teachers’ professional noticing. Evidence from eye-tracking studies suggest that experienced secondary teachers process visual events in a recorded classroom more quickly, while preservice teachers (PSTs) scan the room more frequently and with fewer fixations on particular students or events (van den Bogert et al., 2014). More recently, Kosko et al. (2019) observed that differences in where PSTs attended when watching a 360 video of an elementary math lesson coincided with differences in written descriptions of their noticing. 360 video records in a spherical direction, and PSTs can move their head to determine where in the classroom they attend. Given such evidence, we sought to examine further the relationship between where PSTs attend in watching 360 video and what they describe in written noticings. To this end, the purpose of this study is to report preliminary evidence supporting a theory of professional noticing as embodied activity.

Participants in this study included four elementary preservice teachers (PSTs) at the beginning of their teacher education coursework (sophomores). Using Oculus Go headsets to record their viewing session, participants watched a 360 video of third-grade students informally explored the Commutative Property. After viewing the video, PSTs wrote what they noticed to be significant moments for the teaching or learning of mathematics. We used Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) to examine PSTs’ written noticings. SFL examines how grammar functions to convey meaning (Eggins, 2004). In this analysis, we examined how transitive processes conveyed experiential meaning of referents in the grammar. We then examined how this experiential meaning was related to recordings of where PSTs attended in the video. One PST wrote “The teacher was moving all around the classroom and he [teacher] was asking students to work together…” The first bolded words signify material processes, which corresponded to the PST moving their head to attend to the teacher walking around the classroom at various points. The second bolded words signify a verbal process. Interestingly, the PST did not always visually track the teacher when he was asking questions. Contrasting this example, a second PST, who consistently used material processes but no verbal processes in their written noticings, always looked at the teacher when the teacher was talking. Analysis of these patterns is ongoing, but initial findings suggest PSTs’ attending manifests in both auditory and visual means, which are represented in how meaning is conveyed in their written noticings.
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